
Cycle 5: Wild Woman

- Wild Woman Archetype -
Integrating with the Waning Moon
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In the lunar cycle, Wild Woman reflects the Waning Moon. Hormonally, the luteal

phase is the time of post-ovulation and pre-bleeding, where our progesterone levels increase and decrease

significantly. The luteinizing hormone and follicle-stimulating hormone levels decrease. The womb lining

prepares to release and shed if there is no fertilization. Our natural rhythm descends. We become raw,

emotional, and prepare to release and allow parts of ourselves to die.



The waning moon phase is considered the Autumn in the Seasons and the element of

air. This phase invites the energy of the Crone, Enchantress, or Shaman and explores our mystical powers.

The Wild Woman connects us to our deep instinctual selves and the shadow parts that we may keep hidden.

She wants us to shed layers of domestication and release what is not intrinsically ours, as we explore and

express our wild sexuality.

Our instinctual, primal nature as women is to be fully alive and turned on in our senses. To

feel the air on our skin, the earth under our feet, and the harvest we eat. We are sensual and sexual beings

at our core. If you allow her, the Wild Woman can call you into deep remembrance of your pleasure

birthright. Let your primal nature explore, play, and get curious. Ask yourself, is your sexuality domesticated?

Have you been keeping your primal essence tame? Birth and orgasm are moments in our sexuality where the

primal Goddess will come through organically if we allow her.
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This archetypal phase carries a similar frequency of the Hindu Goddess Kali. Kali

is the Goddess of liberation and the dark mother; she represents raw, unrefined power and the primal aspect

of ourselves.
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As a sexually sovereign being, Wild Woman brings you into a place of listening deeply within to

know yourself more, including what is unexpressed. She invites you to explore your edges and express your

raw and unfiltered side. Be vulnerable and real in what you are feeling and desiring with yourself and others.

Phoenix shares: “[Wild Woman] she doesn’t care, she’s wild fucking woman, she wants to die and rip

everything to shreds, whether that’s sexually or an unwillingness to not be herself. She can see through

everything. Intuitive guidance is so powerful here, since the new moon and full moon are so external, we now

come into the death phase. We can hear everything. We can hear our inner guidance. “

Wild Woman calls us to listen deeply and express our truth in what we stand

for through our bodies, voices, art, life's work, and sexuality.
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Wild Woman Mantra: I stand in my truth. I listen to my primal essence.

I am powerful in my vulnerability. I am free to be me.

Bija Sound: Klim
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The shadow aspect of the Wild Woman archetype is madness, which manifests in many

forms. Within this phase, the shadow aspects of any of the lunar archetypes may resurface through Wild

Woman. For example, Graceful Warrior's overdoing or Mother/Lover's overgiving may come up if they were

ignored or unintegrated in the previous phases. If we ignore the shadow aspects of the archetypes, these

unintegrated feelings can manifest as an experience of madness in the Wild Woman. Like Kali's energy, when

unacknowledged feelings and desires remain unhonored, they can be misdirected and create havoc and

chaos.

Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS) symptoms can be interpreted as our innate wisdom and higher

self, trying to get our attention to inform us of pain and unexpressed emotion that needs to move through

our Temple Bodies. If we ignore and push away these symptoms, they will tend to get louder and stop us in

our tracks until we listen.

For the Wild Woman's unexpressed emotion to be healing and transformative, it is

essential to give voice, space, and a container for what wants to come through. By consciously creating space

for rituals to meet and express the shadow, we tap into and direct our raw Wild Woman power. We need to

own all parts of ourselves so that we are consciously co-creating rather than allowing the shadow energies to

take control over us. Our shadow can become a potent Navigation Tool to move us into a place of balance

and alignment through this process.

Return to your instinctive nature, listen to the ancient wisdom of

your bones, remember who you are.

The Collective Shadow of Wild Woman / The Witch

For centuries the Wild Woman has been ostracized, domesticated and muzzled.
There hasn't been space for the Wild Woman to express her full power. On a collective level, our bodies may

hold cellular memory of persecution, being burned 'at the stake' and oppressed for bringing our powers into

the public eye. But we are in a new time with the Rise of the Divine Feminine and have the power to

reprogram these cellular memories and create new pathways of being and expressing ourselves.

Remember, in the darkness of our shadow lies untapped power waiting to emerge
once again. As we go into the shadow, we reclaim the dark Goddess's feminine powers that have been

hidden for lifetimes and suppressed.

The most beautiful lessons and gems in our lives are found deep in the

darkest cave within our Temple Bodies and psyches.
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Healing & the Sacred Marriage

As the moon wanes and gets darker, you
surrender into this dying process, where parts

of yourself are released, and your womb is preparing to

shed. You are being guided within to create space to listen to

your wisdom. Remember the ancient codes in your bones.

Integrate the shadow with the light and remember who you

are.

The archetypal phase of the Wild Woman is
also the time of the Crone, Shaman,
Enchantress, the one who knows. This inner

reflective time is to reclaim and integrate your mystical

powers and sexual sovereignty. You possess the power to

create, die, transmute, and alchemize any pain and

experiences into gold and gifts for all.
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Within the Sacred Marriage, there is an inner dance between retreating into the dark cave

to find stillness and opening up to express your raw and authentic self without any inhibitions.

It is essential to feel connected with your inner masculine as the pillar and

container that holds you to support integration and healing.

By connecting with the pure consciousness of your masculine principle, you can

witness chaos without getting pulled off-center, destabilized, or projecting outwards. Your wild woman can

remain centered and rooted, even while you experience a process of dying or release.

Bamboo Spirit guides you to a place of rootedness, strength, flexibility, and, most

importantly, openness; to being fully present in the body. Like bamboo, you are deeply rooted in the earth,

connecting with the ground and nature during this phase is one of your greatest healing resources.
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Temple Body Arts guiding compass: expressive arts
Authentic expression is key in the Wild Woman phase. Give space for the Expressive Arts to

get out of the head into the body, be moved, and governed from within as a sexually sovereign being.

Explore movement, nature, visual art, drawing, writing, voice, music, dance, and

other creative processes to unlock and express what is stored in your body, including stories, emotions, past

traumas, and memories. To be in your authentic expression, you need to feel safe and give yourself

permission to be a channel. As you express your essence through different art mediums, you can uncover

deeper layers of the stories held in your Temple Body. As you connect with your self-expression, you have

more choices in how you consciously co-create your life.

Ultimately, this process of expressing your Wild Woman is about feeling

empowered, integrated, and whole.

Practice: Begin Your Day With Morning Pages

The Morning Pages is a practice created by Julia Cameron and offered in her book The

Artist's Way. This practice invites you to free write three full pages without censorship or stopping to empty

the mind, process, integrate what is alive, and make space for inspiration to flow. Alternatively, choose one

of the reflection questions from any cycle, including Wild Woman, and use it as a prompt to begin writing

your morning pages.

Feminine Mysteries & Mysticism

The Feminine Mysteries is another aspect of the Guiding Compass to embody Wild
Woman as the Mystic, Enchantress & Shaman. You are not alone. At any moment, you can call

on your allies and guides to be with you and support your journey. Temple Body Arts is the path of

remembrance.

As you remember your soul's essence and who you are beyond form, space, and
time, you connect to deeper realms of your inner landscape and yourself. This path calls upon surrender,

devotion, and trusting in the benevolent presence of Divine Creative Spirit.
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Ritual

Temple Body Arts invites you to make life a ritual. A ritual is a tool and a technology

bridging the material world with Divine Creative Spirit and the great mystery. Rituals exist in many contexts,

religions, cultures, and tribes to remember and honor the sacredness of life, co-create and communicate

with the mystery and the unseen. Ritual also anchors intentions through actions, and can be as simple as

creating an altar, lighting a candle, offering our blood to the earth, etc.

In Temple Body Arts, our most important relationship is with the Self. Ritual infuses

our life with deeper meaning as we cultivate our relationship with the Divine. Through ritual, you recognize

your power to consecrate, alchemize, transmute, release, awaken, ignite, and remember.

Ritual creates a container for transformation and allows the space for

mystical experiences in everyday life.

Practice: Calling Your Name Ritual

The ritual practice below was passed on to me
by my father, Solihin Thom. Calling Your Name is a

powerful way to cultivate a deeper connection with your

primary relationship, yourSelf.

Sitting comfortably in a quiet space, begin to

connect with the inner dance of your breath. With eyes

closed, repeat your name silently to yourself. Each time you

repeat your name, imagine you are calling all parts of yourself

home, filling your vessel with your essence — a new and

positive interpretation of being full of yourself.

Notice the sensations inside you as you call every

part of yourself back home to your body. If you do not feel a

strong connection to your name, you might find another name

that feels more aligned for this exercise. This practice is a

simple yet powerful ritual to help you connect with your

unique essence and the remembrance of love's presence.

Photo by Lenee Williams of Goddess Visions
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Reflection Questions & Morning Pages Prompts

Choose ONE or TWO questions below as a prompt for your morning pages and share your reflections inside

our FB Group!

1. How is your current relationship with the Wild Woman archetype? Which face of this lunar archetype

do you resonate with and why: the Wild Woman, Crone, Shaman, Enchantress, or Priestess?

2. What hidden aspects of your shadow are you ready to embrace and express?

3. What does ritual mean to you? How do you plan to weave ritual into your everyday life with the Wild

Woman cycle?

4. What did the Wild Woman Ritual invoke? Were you able to create a container for your Wild Woman’s

expression?

5. What are the fantasies, experiences, and practices you would like to explore in your wild sexuality?

6. What creative channels have you discovered and opened up in your exploration of expressive arts?

Daily Practices

❖ Consciously connect with the Wild Woman through ritual,
adornment, and expressive arts this month.

❖ Read through the workbook, and practice morning pages using the reflection

questions as prompts.

❖ If you are bleeding, collect your blood and keep on your altar for the Wild

Woman Ritual. (If you no longer bleed you can use wine, red earth in water or clay).

❖ Take time for yourself, without any distractions. Be in nature with the earth.

Create a conscious container and commit to this week’s Wild Woman Ritual.

❖ Practice the Wild Woman Mantra each day when you want to listen deeply, feel

rooted, and come home to your body and truth.

❖ Check-in with yourself: what other support do you need to feel and
experience your Wild Woman? This is one of the most vulnerable phases, be gentle and

reach out and ask for any support you might need, whether it’s connecting with your spirit

guides, practitioners (see resource list), Queen’s Chamber and sisters.
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